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Here are some of the cake walk questions easily we can answer from the point 1 in my mail. 
1. What is a user experience.  
2. Different types of bindings available. 
3. Which model below uses one-time binding. 
4. Questions based on coherent app. 
5. Questions on key-value pair and naming conventions of i18n. 
6. Questions from model-view-controller. 
7. Formatter functions (code and result) 
8. Odata associations (navigation) 
9. MPC and DPC classes. Which is the entry method in MPC? 
10. Named model syntax 
11. Questions from Odata URLs ($batch) 
12. Get stream method usage. 
13. What is the use of neo app json. 
14. What is application descriptor. 
15. What are the major entries in manifest.json 
16. Benifits of aynchronous module definition (Scaffolding template) 
17. Which is the preferred model in sap ui5. 
18. What are the different types of fiori apps. 
19. Question from min screen width and popin display. 
20. Question on bsp application like how is the deployment represented in ABAP repository. 
21. Routing configuration parameters 
22. Question from post/put/get. 
23. what are the hook methods in controllers. 
24. what does the createcontent method return. 
25. An index html given with bootstraps without theme. What will happen, whether the app will 
crash or load without theme. 
26. Question on hub deployment architecture, front end server and back end servers. 
27. Questions on absolute path and relative path (around 3 questions, where they show code and 
ask us to build the paths. 
Eg: JSON on countries and inside that another array of companies inside countries. various questions 
on absolute relate path and question on binding on how to display all the countries in a particular 
country in a display list item. 
 
Here are few other questions. 
 
1. Which all fiori apps need SAP HANA as DB. 
2. What are the steps in problem space in design thinking. 
3. Use of SAP Web dispatcher in different types of FIORI apps 
4. What is SAP Build/ prototyping tool benifits. 
5. DIfferent types of fiori tiles and how to display dynamic details in tiles. 
6. Question on webide configuration parameters odata_abap and dev_abap. 
7. Apache cordova plugins usage and question on custom plugins. 
8. What are the options we have in odata model editor. 
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9. What is clone in git hub. 
10.Question from extensibility pane. 
11. Before you do view extension, what all will you check. Multiple questions from contoller 
extension, view extension and replacement and extension points in view.  
12. What is the extension of odata metadata file. 
13. WHat is an extension project. 
14. Question from merging of controllers, like how is it different from inheritence. 
15. Question from groups and catlogs when creating a tile. 
16. Benifits of custom fiori client 
17. why x.509 certificates used 
18. What is sap logon data vault 
19. Native capabilities of SAP fiori client 
20. COmponents of hybrid app tool kit 
21. Qunit code given and asked to find out the 'act' part from that of arrange act assert pattern. 
22 WHat is sinon.js 
23. What is the limitation of opa5. 
24. What is a changeset. 
25. Transaction/transport management of themes. 
 
 
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/03/18/my-fiori-certification-csapximp20-experience/ 
 
What is SAP Fiori Certification? 
SAP Fiori certification consist of 80 multiple choice questions which you need to complete is 180 
minutes of time. SAP has released exams C_SAPXIMP_20 based on latest version of SAP Other 
Solution. Passing score of SAP Fiori certification is 59% for respective exam code. This exam will cost 
you USD $500 excluding training and material. SAP Fiori certification validates your business 
consulting knowledge for SAP Fiori Implementation and Configuration. You can gain following 
credentials by passing of SAP Fiori certification 
 
C_SAPXIMP_20 – SAP Certified Technology Associate – SAP Fiori Implementation and 
Configuration 
 
SAP Fiori Certification Syllabus 
SAP Education has designed SAP Fiori exam based on implementation and customizing areas which 
can cover entire scenario of SAP Fiori Implementation and Configuration. Following are major topic 
areas which are covered in SAP Fiori certification syllabus. 
 
SAP Fiori Configuration 
SAP Fiori Architecture 
Workflow 
Data Flow 
SAP Fiori Launchpad Configuration 
SAP Fiori Installation 
Theme Designer 
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O Data Extensibility 
UI extensibility 
SAP Fiori Search Configuration 
SAP HANA (Analytical Apps) 
SAP Fiori Security 
SAP Fiori Certification Preparation Guide for C_SAPXIMP_20 
Define the path for the preparation of SAP Fiori. Make sure that you follow to this roadmap to 
success in the SAP certification. Here are the steps that will help you: 
 
Go through the syllabus of the C_SAPXIMP_20  exam. Design a preparation plan according to time 
duration that you have till the exam date 
You require studying every subject area of SAP Fiori Implementation and Configuration from 
authorized book in detail 
SAP Certification is known for asking tricky scenario questions. Thus, try to relate every topic with 
the real-time business scenario while you are preparing. This will not only help you in solving the 
question well, but it helps you to master the syllabus. 
To gain a good command on the topics, you must perform the exercises for all the subjects with SAP 
Other Solution system 
Solving SAP Fiori certification sample questions helps a lot. You can easily find on the internet. 
Subscribe to premium practice exams for SAP Fiori review. These mock tests have questions close to 
the real certification and an ambiance that makes you realize that you are attending the actual test 
We strongly recommend you to identify your weak areas at the end of every practice test. Refer SAP 
Fiori Implementation and Configuration study material for respective topics 
Attempting practice tests again helps you score better than every previous attempt 
Every attempt at SAP Fiori practice exam is learning for you. Make sure that you score higher every 
time. This will lead you to your desired goal of achieving outstanding score 
These tests are far better than preparing with C_SAPXIMP_20 dumps or VCE. 
Note: SAP does not support questions available from dumps or those from VCE software. SAP takes 
strict action against the websites that sell C_SAPXIMP_20 questions pdf with false promises. 
 
Easy Tips for SAP Fiori Certification 
You can refer following notes and considered to remember before you attempt actual SAP exams. 
 
SAP provides a note “There are ‘N’ correct answers to this question.” in actual SAP Fiori certification 
exam. 
You can not expect questions like “True or False” type in real SAP Fiori certification test. 
SAP provides an option to Increase (+) or Decrease (-) font size of exam screen for better readability 
in real SAP certification exam 
Do not forget to visit test center before scheduled SAP exam 
Resource Available for SAP Fiori Certification Preparation 
There are many resources available offline and online to make you exam-ready for SAP Fiori 
Implementation and Configuration certification examination. You can refer our following 
recommendation 
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SAP Fiori Implementation and Configuration Books: 
Books are quiet the best-valued resource to prepare for any exam. You can get hold of authorized 
SAP certification manuals SAPX03 (SAP FIORI) for the preparation of SAP Fiori certification exam. 
There is another good reference book which you must hold to prepare better. 


